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Message from the Australian Sports Commission
The Australian Sports Commission (ASC) has two core goals - ensuring Australian athletes excel in the international
sporting arena, and increasing Australians’ participation in sport.
These two clear objectives are mutually reinforcing – international success inspires Australians to participate in
sport, and greater participation helps nurture our future champions. Sport not only inspires and unites, it also
promotes community involvement, cohesion and active lifestyles.
Australians are inspired by success on the world sporting stage – it’s central to who we are as a nation. The 2012
London Olympics showed that the standards required for elite international success keep increasing relentlessly.
Traditional competitors keep getting better, and rising countries have become forces to be reckoned with in many
of our stronghold sports. If we want to continue to enjoy the success we expect, we need to respond to this new
environment in circumstances where Government funding for high performance sport is likely to be constrained at
current levels.
This means we need to raise the bar ourselves in everything we do in high performance sport - our talent
identification and development, coaching, sports science, use of technology and innovation, and the management
and administration structures that support our athletes. It is fundamental to success that we set the same
standards of excellence and accountability in all of these areas that we expect of our athletes on competition day.
The ASC, which is investing a record $170 million this year in high performance programs, has the responsibility to
ensure that we have high performance support structures in place to enable high performance sporting success.
We have significant work to do on these fronts. Our partner sports can expect much sharper focus by the ASC in
future on best practice governance and administration, intellectual property ownership, athlete management and
support structures and general accountabilities by the sports.
Despite recent events that have impacted upon the integrity of sport, it is important to emphasise that our
commitment to elite international sporting success will never compromise our commitment to integrity in sport.
Our belief in, and requirement for sports to uphold, the values of fair and honest competition is inviolable.
Importantly, the ASC is investing $120 million this year to promote grassroots participation in sport throughout
Australia and to continue a suite of successful national programs such as the Active After-school Communities
program. Increased community sport participation has a profound long term dividend, and remains a vital
objective of the ASC notwithstanding the challenges in high performance sport.
The ASC looks forward to working in collaboration with the sport sector to encourage more people into sport and
to drive Australia’s continued sporting success.

Mr John Wylie AM
Chairman
Board of the Australian Sports Commission
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President’s Report
I

n the last year I have orienteered in every state and
territory except Western Australia. Many of the same
positive things were seen everywhere; enthusiastic people
putting on a lot of good events in a range of settings, and
equally enthusiastic people taking part in them. At the end of
the day, the main reason for Orienteering Australia’s existence
is to help ensure that there are good-quality events being run,
and plenty of people to run (or walk, or ride) in them. While
the connection between some of the things that Orienteering
Australia spends time on (such as ‘boring but important’
areas like ensuring our finances and risk management are
up to scratch) and those goals may sometimes look a bit
tenuous, they should always remain our focus.
There were a lot of good things which happened in
Australian orienteering in 2012. There are strong signs that
the numerous new programs which have been put in place
to improve participation are starting to bear fruit, with the
strongest results in those areas which have been the focus
of the Australian Sports Commission-funded programs
– especially New South Wales, where membership has
increased particularly strongly. Participation is an especially
important area for us; to a greater or lesser extent, just about
everything else we might do ultimately hangs off it. The firsttimer of today may well be the person who, a decade from
now, is a key member of our World Championships team, or
the co-ordinator of one of the major national events.
The event landscape is changing over time, although still
with our two major national carnivals – organised capably
by Queensland and Tasmania in 2012 – as the centrepiece.
The trend is for people to be prepared to make a significant
effort to go to good-quality and well-marketed events, and
also to seek out regular participation opportunities close to
home. The national carnivals have been filling the former
role, along with the Christmas 5-Days (which has grown to
fill the ‘holiday event’ niche that some of the European multidays fill) and events such as the excellent inaugural National
League event in the Northern Territory. Urban events of
various kinds have filled the latter need in many states,
and form a major entry point into the sport (experience in
New Zealand and elsewhere suggests that sprint events, in
particular, are an effective way of recruiting young people).
The area which has been squeezed in between these, in
many states, has been the ‘traditional’ state-level bush events
program, with widespread concerns over both participant
numbers and the availability of volunteers to organise those
events. There is nothing particularly new about these trends
– I recall being struck, as VOA President in 2005, by the
fact that that year’s Easter in Jindabyne had more Victorian
participants than any event which took place that year in
Victoria – but they continue to have a strong influence.
Our international performances over the last couple
of years have mostly not been what we would have hoped
for. We have recognised the need to strengthen our highperformance program, especially in the area of making the
transition from junior to senior competition. A lot of work is
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being done at the moment on restructuring our squad system
and development pathways to help those who enter our highperformance programs get the most out of themselves that
is feasible. Those plans should be put in place over the next
few months, although the extent to which we can resource
them depends a lot on the outcome of the changes currently
under way in the area of federal high-performance funding,
the responsibility of which is being shifted from the ASC to
the AIS. This is another area where improved participation
will help in the longer term; we are good, for the most part,
at developing juniors once they come into the system, but
we don’t have enough coming into the system in the first
place. One of my longer-term goals for orienteering in
Australia is that, by 2020, every junior age group in every state
championship in Australia has at least 10 entrants.
Two major projects we have been involved in over the last
year – both capably led by Craig Feuerherdt – have been the
development of a new OA website, and the introduction of
the Eventor system for event entry and administration. Both
of these should bear fruit over the next year. It has taken
longer for us to get the website developed and launched
than we would have liked, but hopefully it should not be
too far away. Introducing a new system for event entry and
management has brought challenges, as any new system
does, for users, for OA in the implementation phase, and
for event and membership administrators, but once people
are used to the system, the capabilities it offers us are well
beyond anything that has been available to the Australian
orienteering community.

Many of you will have experienced the very successful
Oceania Championships and Word Cup events in New
Zealand in January. Our turn to organise a major international
event will come in 2015 in Tasmania, the first time since 2000
that we will have hosted an event at World Cup level. This will
be an excellent opportunity for the Australian orienteering
community, although it will also be a lot of work for the
organisers; Tasmania will certainly appreciate whatever
support people from elsewhere can give them. Organising a
major national and international event is a big challenge, and
we need to be careful that we’re not burning out the people
who are capable of doing the job.
We always need to keep an eye on the outside forces
which contribute to shaping the way in which we do
things. Most obviously, changes in the government policy
environment have the potential to affect us. The most recent
major policy change – the introduction of Australian Sports
Commission funding to support participation projects – was
a big positive for us, but we can’t be certain that every policy
change will be so positive. Access to terrain, especially near
the major population centres, is also something where policy
changes outside our control – or a big fire in the wrong place
– could badly affect our ability to stage events.
I would like to finish this report by thanking those who
have contributed to the success of orienteering in Australia
in the last year. There are far too many of you to name
individually, but in particular, I would like to thank my fellow
Board members, Grant Bluett, Bruce Bowen, Mike Dowling,
Craig Feuerherdt, Robert Spry and Robin Uppill, as well as
our employed officers who continue to perform well beyond
the roles they are actually employed for – John Harding, Kay
Haarsma, Nick Dent, John Scown, as well as Rob Preston and
Gareth Candy, who moved on during the year.

Blair Trewin
President
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Management and Administration
O
rienteering Australia is managed and administered
by:

•
•
•
•
•

A Board of eight headed by President Blair Trewin;
Part-time paid officers: the Executive Officer, High
Performance Manager, Manager of Coaching and
Officiating, and Editor of the Australian Orienteer;
A Council comprising the Board members, two
Councillors from each State and the ACT, and an
athlete representative;
Various committees and working groups who assist
in implementing the Operational Plan;
Additional appointed officers: Public Officer, National
Secretary for Schools Orienteering, elite and non-elite
rankings officers, and the Badge Scheme Secretary.

Meetings
Apart from the Annual General Meeting (AGM) in April
and Annual Conference in December, the Board held
regular meetings by Skype throughout 2012 as follows: 12
January, 21 March, 8 May, 14 June, 29 August, 17 October.

Membership of the Board
At the 2012 AGM Bill Jones retired as President and Blair
Trewin was elected President. Bruce Bowen was elected
Director, Finance. The position of Director, Development
remained vacant. Other Board members were Robin Uppill,
Director, Technical; Mike Dowling, Director, International;
Grant Bluett, Director, High Performance; Craig Feuerherdt,
Director, Website and Digital Communications; Robert Spry,
Director, Special Projects. John Harding, Executive Officer,
provided administrative support for all Board meetings.

Staffing and Contract Work
Continuing paid staff (part-time) were John Harding
(Executive Officer), Kay Haarsma (Manager, High
Performance), John Scown (Manager, Coaching and
Officiating Development).
Rob Preston stood down as Manager, High Performance
Operations in March. Gareth Candy took over until resigning
in October. Nick Dent replaced Gareth, commencing at the
beginning of December.
Nicole Davis was contracted to manage the website
update project. Maggie Jones was contracted to produce
editions of the Orienteering Australia monthly Enews. Hanny
Allston was contracted to assist with High Performance
coaching. Mike Hubbert continues to do fantastic work with
The Australian Orienteer on a contractual basis.

Various
people
and
organisations
were
contracted by OA and state associations to undertake
projects funded by the ASC Participation Grant.

Major Undertakings during 2012
1. Website upgrade and Eventor Contract
Work was undertaken throughout 2012 on upgrading the
OA website, using two subcontracted companies, managed
by a contract manager, Nicole Davis.
In June the OA Board signed a contract with the Swedish
Orienteering Federation (SOFT) to purchase the SOFT
Eventor orienteering event registration, results, calendar and
membership software. This was facilitated by a substantial
Victorian government grant to Orienteering Victoria for
the development work to adapt Eventor to Australian
requirements, and by other state associations agreeing
in principle to adopt Eventor to meet their needs for such
software.
These projects represented a considerable amount of
work, managed by Craig Feuerherdt, Director, Website and
Digital Communications. The day to day management of
the website upgrade, including supervising 2 subcontracted
private firms, was undertaken by Nicole Davis after she
completed the project plan. However, the Eventor project
has involved a great deal of liaison with state and territory
associations and others in Australia on the one hand and
Swedish systems developers on the other, managed by Craig
Feuerherdt.

2. ASC Annual Sports Performance Review
In 2012 the ASC introduced an Annual Sports Performance
Review for all funded national sports organisations in
September. For OA the Review was a 2-step process,
with a progress report and meeting in May followed by a
comprehensive submission and presentation in September
of:
•
•
•
•

•
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progress against the strategies and performance
targets in the OA Strategic Plan 2011-2014
a report on High Performance achievement against
indicators, and strategies, plans, and budgets for the
following 2 years
a report on Participation achievement against
projects, indicators, strategies, plans, and budgets
for the following 2 years
a report on mid-year statistics (compiled with
assistance from all states and territories) on
membership and participation growth and
performance against other progress indicators such
as website hits
a report on trends in numbers of accredited coaches
and officials.

The assessment from the ASC was that:

6. International

•

2012 was a particularly busy year internationally with
the Future of the World Orienteering Championships (WOC)
and the IOF Strategic Directions debated at the IOF Congress
attended by Mike Dowling, Blair Trewin and Robert Spry.
OA provided submissions on these papers and on changes
to the rules for the World Mountain Bike Orienteering
Championships. A formal bid was provided to the IOF for
Orienteering Tasmania to conduct World Cup events in 2015
in conjunction with the Oceania Championships.

•

orienteering was doing well in membership and
participation growth, and
high performance results at recent World Orienteering
Championships in foot and mountain bike were
below OA targets, but were acceptable within
budget constraints and because OA was developing
strategies to improve the Performance Pathway.

3. High Performance (HP)
The HP Management Group led by Grant Bluett (Director,
HP), Kay Haarsma (Manager, HP) Gareth Candy (Manager,
HP Operations to October) and the national coaches and
team managers had a busy year on the operations side with
both Foot and MTBO WOC and JWOC and associated training
camps, and on the administrative and strategic planning side
with updated HP plans and reviews on what might be done
to strengthen the performance pathway. A forum was held
in St Helens during the Australian Championships Carnival
on HP development and the President liaised with the
President of the New Zealand Orienteering Federation on HP
development strategies.

7. Finance
In 2011, the timing of increased ASC funding pushed OA
into an enterprise category requiring a much higher level
of auditing of the annual accounts presented to the AGM in
2012. Satisfying the various audit requirement requests for
information and finalising the audit of the 2011 accounts
therefore took much longer than usual. During 2012 there
was also a gradual handover of the Finance role from Blair
Trewin to Bruce Bowen.

In November Gareth Candy and Hanny Allston attended
a 3-day AIS national HP workshop and reported on this to the
OA Annual Conference, with a number of recommendations.
These recommendations were given additional weight
by the release by the ASC of a new HP strategy for sport
in Australia called the Winning Edge. The OA Annual
Conference workshopped HP strategies and appointed a
Pathways Development working group to produce a HP
Pathways Development Plan. In December the AIS invited
each ASC-funded National Sporting Organisation to submit a
Performance Case for continuing funding under the Winning
Edge strategy.

4. Participation Projects Funded by the ASC
The ASC continued to provide $100,000 per year in funding
to increase participation. All states and territories now have
funded projects and the assistance and cooperation of all
jurisdictions in developing, implementing, monitoring and
reporting on the projects has been greatly appreciated. The
process of reporting to the ASC in both May and September
represented a significant amount of work by OA and all states;
however, the discipline of doing so was very worthwhile in
terms of maintaining a focus on participation development.

5. Technical
Technical, information technology (IT) and mapping
meetings were held in Stanthorpe (QLD) at Easter, as well
as a well-attended mapping workshop in St Helens (TAS) in
late September. Two editions of the OA Tech News bulletins
were produced, and IOF Event Advisor accreditations were
renewed with the IOF.

Orienteering Australia Annual Report 2012
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8. Administration
The major administrative tasks during the year included:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Organisation of the annual general meeting and
annual meetings of committees during the Easter
carnival.
Organisation of the Annual Conference in December.
Administrative support for regular meetings of the
OA Board.
Preparation of substantial reports to the ASC in May
and September on progress with Participation and
HP funding grants and future plans and budgets.
High performance support by Kay Haarsma, Robert
Preston (until March), Gareth Candy (May to
October) and Nick Dent (from December), and other
members of the High Performance Management
Group for the Australian representative teams and
for the Silva National Orienteering League program.
Coaching and officiating administration by John
Scown of the ASC accreditation schemes for
coaches, controllers and training curricular.
Policy development to comply with ASC funding
agreements for all national sporting organisations.
In 2012 this included an updated Member Protection
Policy and preliminary work on a match-fixing
policy.

9. Annual Conference of Orienteering
Australia
A total of 34 people attended some or all of the OA Annual
Conference at the Australian Institute of Sport on the weekend
of 1 & 2 December 2012. Mats Troeng from the Swedish
Orienteering Federation was a special guest; he had been
working closely with OA Board member Craig Feuerherdt
in implementing the Swedish Eventor management system
for events, memberships, calendar and results. Some of the
major decisions of the Conference were the following.

High Performance
Following excellent presentations by Gareth Candy and
Hanny Allston on gaps in the development pathway for
orienteers in Australia, from beginning at club level through
to WOC medal contention, and strategies to address these
gaps, it was agreed to set up a High Performance Working
Group to produce a new Development Pathway Plan to 2020
with vision statement, strategies and performance indicators.

Eventor
The Conference formally agreed to adopt Eventor as the
national management system for events, memberships and
calendar, and strongly encouraged all states to maximise
their use of it. The Conference further agreed on an ongoing
funding stream to cover the annual costs of Eventor based on
a combination of state registration fees and a levy per event
day on all events in the Easter and Australian Championship
carnivals.
6
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Sprint Relays
The IOF is introducing a 4-person sprint relay (F-M-M-F)
into WOC from 2014 (http:// orienteering.org/sprint-relay-inthe-world-orienteering-championships-2014/). Conference
agreed to encourage state associations to trial sprint relays
from 2013, but perhaps experiment with formats such as 2
person teams running a F-M format over 4 legs to create more
intense head to head competition.

Australian Schools Sprint Championship
The Conference supported a recommendation by
Australian Orienteering Schools Coordinator Ian Dalton
that a trial Australian Schools Sprint Championship be
investigated for future Australian Championships Carnivals.

International Developments
Orienteering Tasmania is formally bidding to the
IOF to conduct World Cup events as part of the Oceania
Championships in Tasmania in the first week of January in
2015. NZOF is formally bidding to the IOF to conduct the
World Masters Orienteering Championships in New Zealand
in 2017 as part of the World Masters Games in New Zealand
in that year.

John Harding
Executive Officer

Finance
T

he accompanying annual accounts for Orienteering
Australia (OA) show a deficit of $26,878 in 2012. This
deficit was higher than had been budgeted ($12,700) largely
because of, first, some transactions taking place in a different
year to that in which they were budgeted and, second, the
influence of a ‘one-off’ transaction that will not be carried
forward to future years.
Specifically, in terms of the timing of transactions, some
event levies were received in late 2011, rather than early
2012 as previously expected, while on the expenditure side,
some costs were bought forward into 2012 to secure team
accommodation etc for the Australian teams for the World
Cup and ANZ Schools test team races in New Zealand in
early January 2013.
The main ‘one-off’ transaction that influenced the overall
financial outcome in 2012 was the purchase of Eventor - the
national system for online event management and online
membership. The initial purchase of the Eventor licence
incurred a ‘one-off’ cost to OA ($4,550). In addition, the
cost of the annual license fee ($7,250) was incurred by OA,
however, the OA Annual Conference in December 2012
decided that this cost would be reimbursed to OA in 2013 via
a combination of an increase in state registration fees and
an increase in the event levy for all events at the Australian
Championships and Easter carnivals. The timing of both the
expenditure and the reimbursement of the annual license fee
will therefore be in alignment in future years.
Overall, OA ended 2012 with a strong cash asset situation,
in large part, because of the continued receipt of two grants
from the Australian Sports Commission for High Performance
and Participation activities, and because these grants apply
over the financial year rather than calendar year and were not
fully expended by 31 December 2012. The overall financial
result this year was quite different to the previous year, when
a large surplus was recorded, but as was pointed out in the
last Annual Report the 2011 result was almost entirely the
result of one-off changes in the timing of transactions and
was not indicative of OA’s underlying financial position at
that time.
At this early stage the 2013-16 budget shows a roughly
balanced result over the four-year period and as a result no
significant financial changes are being proposed to the 2013
AGM.

Bruce Bowen
Director, Finance
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International Relations
IOF Council and International Relations

A

ustralia has continued to make a significant
contribution to the activities of the International
Orienteering Federation (IOF) through representation on
Council, Commissions and in the conduct of IOF sanctioned
activities.

Council and Commission Membership
Michael Dowling has completed a full term of membership
of Council following his election in 2010. He was elected as
one of the three IOF Vice Presidents at the 2012 IOF Congress
in Lausanne, Switzerland in July. Blair Trewin continues as a
member of Foot Commission following his re-election to the
Commission in October 2012. In the supporting Environment
and Rules Commissions David Hogg and Barry McCrae
continue their respective roles.

IOF Congress
The IOF Congress in Lausanne, Switzerland saw the
retirement of Åke Jacobson, Sweden, who had been IOF
President for 8 years and a member of the IOF council for
a considerable period. Brian Porteous of Great Britain was
elected as President.

•
•

The rules for qualification are being developed by the
Foot Commission. The new programme takes effect from
2017. World Championships organisers in earlier years have
the opportunity to amend their contract with the IOF to
incorporate all or parts of this programme.
The 2012-2018 IOF Strategic Directions was endorsed by
Federations. The key goals of the Strategic Directions for the
IOF over the period are:
•
•
•

The proposal from Italy with regard to an adjustment
to the gender balance of the IOF Council was not carried.
The proposal from Spain to include Adventure Racing under
the umbrella of the IOF was referred to a working group for
more detailed analysis. It should be noted that Spain also
presented a similar proposal to the previous IOF Congress in
2010. After a lively discussion about the future of the World
Championships program, a compromise proposal from the
IOF Council that drew on aspects of the proposals from Italy
and Switzerland was endorsed by Federations. The proposal
from the Nordic Federations was noted as has having a strong
degree of innovation and the implications of such a proposal
to have a split model of World Championships between
traditional and sprint orienteering will most likely be further
investigated as orienteering develops globally.

•
•

The New World Championships Program
At the 2012 IOF General Assembly in Lausanne,
Switzerland, a new programme for the World Orienteering
Championships (WOC) was agreed by member Federations,
including the introduction of a new format, the Sprint Relay.
As noted before, other changes were that for Middle Distance
and Long Distance there would be no qualification races and
a new qualification format would be determined based on
nations relative strength.
The key characteristics of the Sprint Relay are as follows:

•

•
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Focus on key outcomes
Increase the attractiveness of orienteering to young
people
Strengthen the IOF’s position on the world sporting
stage
Increase the visibility of orienteering
Strong management and funding

A number of organisers for World Championships
were appointed including Sweden for the 2016 World
Championships and World Trail Orienteering Championships,
Sweden for the 2015 World Masters Championships, Norway
for 2015 World Junior Orienteering Championships and 2015
World Ski Orienteering Championships and Czech Republic
for 2015 World Mountain Bike Orienteering Championships.

•

•
•
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•
•

The new World Championships model is as follows.
Sprint Individual – interval start qualification and
final
Sprint Relay - mixed teams
Middle Individual Final - interval start, participation
according to nation’s strength. Plus reigning World
Champion; seeded start order

Orienteering shall be a truly global sport
Orienteering shall be visible and attractive
Orienteering shall be positioned for inclusion in the
Olympic and Paralympic Games

In addition, the Activity Plan for the period 2012 – 2014
was also endorsed by Federations. The strategic initiatives
and actions that will drive the Activity Plan to enable the IOF
to achieve its key goals are:

•
The agenda of Congress included a number of proposals
from Federations. These included a proposal from Italy for
an adjustment to gender balance requirements for the IOF
Council, a proposal from Spain to being Adventure Racing
under the umbrella of the IOF and proposals about the future
of the World Championships from Italy, Switzerland and the
Nordic Federations.

Long Individual Final - interval start, participation as
Middle distance
Relay Final – as now

Based on current requirements for Sprint (map scale,
ISSOM map standards, etc.).
Terrain and technical requirements similar to the
current sprint format. Terrain to be a combination of
park, park-type of forest and urban. Relatively small
area required for a competition (especially with the
arena passage).

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

The event shall be easy to understand for the
spectators.
Big part (70-80 %) of the course should be possible
to cover with TV-cameras.
It should be built on a 75 minute live broadcasting
and arena production concept. This means that the
winning time should be about 60 minutes. 15 minutes
should be allocated for broadcasting introductions,
interviews and prize-giving ceremonies.
Arena passage should be used, if possible (if terrain
allows it without compromising too much with
course quality). When there is a comprehensive TV
coverage on the course, the arena passage may not
always be required. This also gives more flexibility
for course planning and may enable better and more
challenging courses.
Four laps: two women and two men with a fixed
running order woman-man-man-woman as this
running order will create more drama for spectators.
Men’s courses are bit longer than women’s, meaning
that targeted time for each lap is 15 minutes.
2 loops per lap, if arena passage is used. Then map
has a course printed on both side of the map.
Forked courses.
GPS-tracking
is
required
and
“touchfree”
punching
should
be
considered.

IOF Council
The IOF Council has met four times in 2012. Once in
conjunction with the World Championships in Lausanne,
Switzerland in July, twice in Helsinki, Finland in January and
April, and in Rome, Italy in October. Michael Dowling has
attended all meetings.
Major activity has been the finalisation of the new
Strategic Directions for the period 2012 to 2018 with extensive
consultation and feedback from member Federations.
Supporting the Strategic Directions, a new Activity Plan for the
period of 2012-2014 has been developed, also with extensive
feedback and consultation of member Federations. Going
forward, a major priority for the IOF Council is to advance
the TV Project to build a more consistent and widespread
coverage on television mediums of major IOF events such as
World Cup and World Championships.

Activity Plan, is the Council contact for the Foot Commission
and the Council contact for the Oceania region.
Work has also continued on regional development in
cooperation with Regional Working Groups to grow the
membership of the IOF. There has been significant regional
development activity in both SE Europe and in Latin America.
During 2012, the global orienteering community continued
to grow with Azerbaijan becoming a full member of the IOF
and a growth of orienteering activity in Bosnia-Herzegovina
and Iceland in particular.

IOF Events
Christine Brown, who was appointed by the IOF in 2010
as Senior Event Adviser for the 9th World Games in Cali,
Colombia in 2013, has made two visits to assess the technical
requirements of the event. Australian representation in the
IOF organising team to support the event in partnership with
the Colombian Orienteering Federation occupies some key
roles. Paul Pacqué, who has been contracted by the IOF to
prepare the competition maps, visited Cali through August
2012 to review and further refine the competition maps from
his initial visit in July 2011. Michael Dowling who has been
appointed course setter for all events of the World Games,
made his first visit to Cali in September 2012. The Australian
technical team will be making an additional visit to Cali in
the early part of 2013 and will be extensively involved in the
conduct of the orienteering program during the later part of
the World Games in July - August 2013.
Christine Brown has also made two visits as the IOF
Senior Event Adviser for the 2013 World Cup events in New
Zealand that are being held in conjunction with the Oceania
Championships.

Michael Dowling
Director, International Relations
Vice President, IOF Council

Following the election of the new Council for the period
2012 -2014, all Council members have been assigned areas of
responsibility and support. Michael Dowling is a member of
the Event Supervisory Board (ESB) within the IOF. The role
of the ESB is to consider recommendations between Council
meetings, on matters relating to requests for rules deviations
from IOF Senior Event Advisers, to approve appointment of
Senior Event Advisers for all IOF sanctioned events and to
approve variations in IOF sanctioned event programming.
Michael Dowling leads the Marketing area of IOF Core
Activities and Increased Visibility within the Activity Plan. In
addition, he has a support role within Young People in the
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Technical and Competition
T
he Technical and Competition areas for Orienteering
Australia come under the portfolio of the Director
(Technical), and are run through the following committees.

– Technical, Mapping, Events and Information Technology,
the OA Badge Scheme Secretary, and the Manager Coaching
and Officiating Development. The work of these and the
committee chairs in 2012 is acknowledged.

Technical
Rules and documents referred to below are maintained on
the Orienteering Australia web site, either in the Operational
Manual or the Technical Pages.

Foot Orienteering
Minor changes to the Foot Orienteering Rules were
proposed to be included in the version to be made
available in early 2013. These were largely to correct
minor inconsistencies e.g. rule cross references, controller
accreditation.

Mountain Bike Orienteering
A draft update to the rules was been prepared by Kathy
Liley to obtain greater alignment in some areas with the Foot
Orienteering rules and appendices. These were reviewed by
other members of the MTBO community.
The rules do not yet have an event classification as in the
Foot rules (Group A, B, C etc.) nor the classification of Event
Controllers. The new version will be available early in 2013.

Oceania and ANZ Challenge Rules
Changes were made to these rules after discussion with
New Zealand as follows:
1. Inclusion of Middle and Sprint Distance in the ANZ Foot
Challenge; these are already in the MTBO ANZ Challenge
2. Removal of the requirement for challenge runners to
start first in their class (this was contrary to rules that govern
the Oceania Championships at which the challenge is now
generally run). A reference to the ANZ Challenge in the
Oceania Rules concerning start times was then removed.
3. Ability to substitute a reserve if a team member is an
official (controller, course planner, organiser) for an event in
the challenge. With 4 events in the challenge, potential team
members involved in organisation of one event would be
excluded from all events if this change was not made.
The IOF has asked that the Oceania rules for elite
competitors only become an Appendix in the IOF Foot
Orienteering rules, as some other regional championship
rules are currently included. Blair Trewin has prepared a
draft version. This is currently awaiting feedback from NZOF.
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Complaints and Protests
The process to manage Juries, Complaints and Protests
is not always well managed and clearly advertised to
participants. Advice on the process was included in the
mid-year Technical News, and the Technical Committee
should consider if the process needs to be more prescriptive
e.g. specifying time limits for single and multi-day events.
The use of templates available from the IOF for submitting/
recording Complaints and Protests and their outcome is
recommended.

Guidelines on Major Event Fees
Guidelines were prepared following a request made at
the OA 2011 Annual Conference. These are not meant to be
prescriptive but cover guidelines for consideration in setting
overall fees, concessional fees, junior fees, family fees and
late fees.

Event Management Documents
A number of documents on the management of major
events have been compiled by the Director Technical. The
bulk of the documents have been provided by Eric Andrews
from QLD where they formed the basis of running recent
major events in QLD. Some editing of these documents and
compilation of additional documents has occurred. The
plan is for these to be available on the OA website, however
this has been deferred until the redevelopment of the OA
web site. Copies of some documents have been distributed
on request to major event organisers.

Other
1.
Technical Committee meeting was held during the
Australian Three Days
2.
Two Technical News Items published in 2012 –
these included comments on some technical issues arising
from the 2 major carnivals in 2012
3.

Reports were presented to the Annual Conference

IOF Event Advisors Clinic
This clinic is to be held in New Zealand in early 2013,
attendance by Australian orienteers with the required
experience was promoted in the latter part of 2012.

Controlling – National Events 2012
The work of the following controllers is acknowledged for
2012
SILVA National League Round 1 – VIC
Ruth Goddard, Geoff Adams, Warwick Williams
Australian Three Days – QLD
Eric Andrews, Anna Sheldon, Greg Chatfield, Liz Bourne,
SILVA National League Round 3 – QLD
Rob Rapkins, Fiona Calabro, Rob Simson
World Championships Trials - NSW
Nick Dent, Rob Vincent, Terry Bluett
SILVA National League Round 3 - NT
Jenny Casanova, Adrian Uppill
Australian Championships Carnival - TAS
Roger Harlow, Lindsay Pender, John Brammell, Greg
Hawthorne, Christine Marshall, Christine Brown.

Mapping
A mapping workshop “Orienteering: A guide to urban
map making” was presented at St Helens during the 2012
Australian Championships Carnival in Tasmania. It was
well attended with a smaller group staying on to try their
hand at field work and mapping of features for a school
map. The practical exercise in the school ground fostered

group discussion on simplification, the level of detail and
generalization issues involved in the mapping of urban areas.
As requested at the 2012 Mapping Meeting additional
colour blocks were added to the mapping pages on the OA
web site. The colour blocks can be used to fine tune colour
settings for a printer to give the best match to the IOF colour
swatch.
Further supplies of the IOF colour swatch sheet (spot
colour, off-set printed) were obtained for distribution to
controllers, mappers, course planners and others involved in
the printing of orienteering maps. It is pleasing that greater
use is now being made of the colour swatch sheet.
Approval was granted for the 2012 Australian Sprint
Distance Championships at Bicheno, a WRE, to use ISOM
symbol 209 ’Boulder cluster’ on the Sprint map, there being
no equivalent symbol under ISSOM. Approval to use digital
printing was also granted for the 2012 Easter carnival. In
respect to map deviations, organizers and course planners
were reminded that all requests for map deviations require at
least 6 months’ notice before the event.
An issue arose during the year about the mapping of
lantana in regard to the choice of symbol that best represents
this vegetation feature and whether or not a new symbol was
warranted. It was considered that existing mapping symbols
are sufficient to map difficult vegetation such as lantana,
however it was further advised that where uncertainty exists
in the interpretation, agreement should be reached between
the mapper and the controller early in the mapping process.
Further, mapper’s notes on the treatment of mapping difficult
vegetation are essential for information to orienteers in the
event information.
The first draft of the revision of the International
Specifications for Orienteering Maps 2000 was released
October 2012 for consultation with federations. My initial
reaction is that the document is too large and complex for
general usage hence will need significant editing to a smaller
document more in keeping with the size and content of ISOM
2000. Further and more importantly there are some significant
symbol proposals that need careful consideration and in
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particular to determine if these represent an improvement to
the existing symbol set. As a member of the Reference Group
I am posting comments on the draft ISOM 201x document
via a Wiki platform and also seeking out opinions from
Australian mappers and orienteers alike. Some of the more
significant proposals include:
•
•
•
•

Use of dark gray for Rocks and Boulders.
Use of pale brown or other alternatives for Form
lines.
New alternative symbols for Undergrowth and Semi
open land.
New vegetation symbols.

Officiating Development
John Scown has continued in the position of Manager,
Coaching and Officiating Development.

Controller Education Course Accreditation
The current status of the Australian Sports Commission
(ASC) approved Official (Controller) syllabi are:
Level ‘1’ Official (Controller) expires 31/07/2013
Level ‘2’ Official (Controller) expires 15/02/2014
Level ‘3’ Official (Controller) expires 21/11/2015.

Accreditation of Controllers
Some states held Controller workshops during 2012,
with a couple already planned for 2013. This, along with the
correction of the Controller accreditation periods mentioned
in last year’s report, have contributed to the increase in
Controller numbers during the last 12 months. An IOF Event
Advisor workshop was held in New Zealand on 9 Jan 2013
with several Australians attending. These people have not yet
been listed on the IOF site nor added into the above numbers.

Commentary
The Controller pages on the OA website have been
updated.
Over 260 ASC records (coach, controller or both) have
been updated over the past 12 months.
The data purification to correct Controller accreditation
periods that was mentioned in last year’s report has now
been completed for all states.
In contrast to previous years, there is no backlog of
accreditation documentation to be processed onto the ASC
database, nor any known discrepancies between state and
ASC records. The few cases of incorrect or incomplete data
records on the ASC database have been addressed as they
have been found.
The ASC announced in late Oct 2012 that National
Sporting Organisations would be given the choice to
continue using the ASC database (Sports Accreditation
Online (SAO) to record their Coach and Official (Controller)
data or to use their own systems. Orienteering Australia has
chosen to continue using the SAO to record the relevant
data. Production of Accreditation ID cards and notification
of impending expiry of accreditations by the ASC have both
been discontinued. I will be putting alternative processes in
place.
As in the past, thanks must again go to the State Technical
Convenors for their assistance in this role.

The gap between the numbers of male and female
controllers is much larger than for coaches. This has been
evident for several years, but little headway has been made
in addressing the issue.

Accredited Controllers 2011 - 2013
Females

Males

Total

Feb 2013

Feb 2012

Feb 2011

Feb 2013

Feb 2012

Feb 2011

Feb 2013

Feb 2012

Feb 2011

Level 1

25

18

19

55

41

59

80

59

78

Level 2

22

18

26

84

53

96

106

71

122

Level 3

10

9

8

48

49

43

58

58

51

IOF

2

2

2

10

12

11

12

14

13

55

197

155

209

256

202

264

TOTAL
59
47
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Events

Mountain Bike Orienteering

The major events program in Australia from 2012 to 2020
and known international program from 2011 to 2017 are
as follows. During 2013 the bid by Orienteering Australia
for a World Cup round in conjunction with the Oceania
Championships in Tasmania during January 2015 will be
finalised.

Aust 3 Days
Champs

Australian
Champs

Oceania
Champs

2013

VIC

ACT

NZ

2014

NSW

WA

2015

SA

VIC

2016

ACT

QLD

2017

TAS

NSW

2018

VIC

SA

2019

WA

ACT

2020

NSW

TAS

WOC

JWOC

WMOC

2013

FIN

CZE

ITA

2014

ITA

BUL

BRA

2015

GBR

NOR

SWE

2016

SWE

AUST (TAS)1
NZ

2013

QLD

2014

SA

2015

VIC

2016

NSW/ACT

2017

QLD

2018

SA4

3.
4.

Oceania
Champs
AUST

3

NZ
AUST

Alternative WA
Alternative Tas or WA

MTB
WOC

MTB
JWOC

MTB
WMOC

2013

EST

EST

POR

2014

POL

POL

POL

2015

CZE

CZE

AUST

2017

2013

Australian
Champs

NZ2

World Games

World Cup (Oceania)

COL

NZ

2014
2015

AUST (TAS)1

2016
2017
1.
2.

POL
Oceania Championships and World Cup races in
conjunction
World Masters Games allocated to Auckland in 2017
– WMOC subject to NZOF bid/IOF approval
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OA Badge Scheme

TJS, TKV, TTS, URN, WHN, WPN, WRN, and YVV. 20 of these
clubs also participated in 2011.

The number of O A Badges claimed in 2012 was lower
than 2011 reflecting a slightly lower participation rate as
shown in the following table and a slightly later notification
to club secretaries than in previous years.

Year

Total Awards

# Events

# Participants

2003

300

-

-

2004

567

-

-

2005

438

-

-

2006

485

23

4315

2007

388

26

5576

2008

382

25

4198

2009

593

27

5237

2010

364

24

5138

2011

497

25

4706

2012

397

24

4593

Nonetheless the 397 badges that were claimed (145 Gold,
128 Silver and 124 Bronze) reflects a continued interest in the
scheme.
Most sales were through clubs. The number of clubs
claiming badges for their members had increased from 25
clubs participating in 2009 and 2010 to 33 clubs in 2011, but
contracted again to 25 clubs again in 2012.
The clubs claiming on behalf of their members in the
2012 calendar year were: ALT, AOA, AWV, BBQ, BGV, BNN,
CCN, DRV, GON, IKN, NCN, NTN, OHS, RRA, RRQ, SHN, TES,
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No clubs from Western Australian participated. In WA the
Association runs more like a club in its own right. The WA
“clubs” do not have a financial structure and are therefore
not in a position to purchase for their members. In 2012 two
WA members claimed their badge.
Most clubs claim and purchase badge for all members;
some just for their juniors.
In 2012 the OA Badge Scheme total income received was
$1,770 which included $120 for badges ordered in 2011.
At 31 December 2012, 67 badges had been forwarded to
clubs for which payment of $335 had not been received.
As at 31 December 2012, 371 badges (156 Gold, 122 Silver,
93 Bronze) were in stock. It is likely that an order for more
badges will need to be placed in 2013.

Robin Uppill
Director Technical
with assistance from
Jenny Casanova
Chair, Technical Committee
Adrian Uppill
Chair, Mapping Committee
John Scown
Manager, Coaching & Officiating Development
Greg Hawthorne
Chair, Events Committee
John Oliver
OA Badge Secretary

Media and Communications
Web Site
Work on the new web site began early in 2012 with Nicole
Davis being employed on a part-time basis as a project
manager. Nicole wrote a project brief for the new web site
and was actively involved in interviewing potential designers
and developers. A decision was made to separate the roles
of designer and developer. The designs aspects (Studio Ink)
were completed late July 2012 and provided to the developer
(Thrive) to implement.
Pending the delivery of a robust web site skeleton
content from the current Orienteering Australia web site will
be migrated. Migration will be a manual process. This will
ensure that only current/relevant content is migrated. Much
of the migration will be performed by Nicole however input
will be required from content matter experts.
Early in the project it was decided that a robust, functional
web site would be delivered rather than rushing to meet a
some what arbitrary deadline. The objective was to present
the new design at the Australia Orienteering Championships
in Tasmania however this was postponed due to a lack of
progress. A realistic goal of mid 2013 is now being targeted
for release of the new web site.

The developer - Mats Troeng - has been very responsive in
customising the systems to our requirements and rectifying
issues in a timely manner. It should also be acknowledged
that Mats spent a considerable portion of his holiday in
Australia attending the OA conference, assisting at the
Christmas 5 Day carnival, running a training workshop in
NSW and providing general assistance.
The adoption of Eventor has not been without its
challenges, specifically the availability of English help
manuals and memberships. Several Youtube videos were
created along with some online help to assist users with
core functionality (see http://support.orienteering.asn.au/).
The existing help manuals are being translated to English
and will be available in the early part of 2013. Some of the
concerns around memberships are symptomatic of the
nuances which exist between states. These issues will be
resolved by representatives from each states discussing the
issues to arrive at a consistent policy position and practical
implementation in Eventor.

Eventor
In addition to the web site, a proposal to adopt Eventor
as a national event entry & membership database was put
to the OA board following on from a presentation at the 2011
OA conference. The arguments for implementing Eventor at
a national level included;
•
•
•
•
•

The ability for users to administer their own
membership and affiliations
Reduced administrative burden to collate
membership and participation statistics
A system which integrates with the existing SI
workflow used in Australia
A unified calendar of all orienteering events
A universal entry system across Australia with the
ability to accept payments

This proposal was unanimously accepted at the June
2012 board meeting and work began in late August 2012
to customise the Swedish system to meet Australia’s
requirements. Orienteering Victoria generously committed
$20k of grant money received from the Victorian government
towards customisation - predominantly integration merchants
to receive payments and the development of a membership
module to accommodate the plethora structures found
across Australia.
Eventor was successfully used by the organisers of the
Christmas 5 Day orienteering carnival to collect entries for
over 400 individuals, export the entries for use in OE software
and then upload the results back into Eventor. The 2013
Easter carnival is also using Eventor.
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Summary
2012 was an extremely busy year. Looking forward into
2013 the focus for this portfolio will be;
•
•
•

Delivering a modern, relevant web site
Mediating eventor discussions between states and
managing customisations
Developing a media & communications strategy for
Orienteering Australia

My thanks is extended to;
•
•
•
•

Nicole Davis for taking the baton on the web site
redevelopment amongst her many other roles
The Orienteering Victoria Board for supporting me
to promote Eventor at a national level and their
generous contribution of funds
The Orienteering Australia Board for seeing the
valuable contribution that Eventor will make to
orienteering in Australia
My local club - Bendigo Orienteers

Craig Feuerherdt
Director Media & Communications
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Development and Participation
Highlights
The main development activities during 2012 were:
•

•

•
•

ASC-funded projects to increase participation. These
included:
- in NSW: new metropolitan street and park series
in western and southern Sydney, a mountain bike
duo series, and commencement of the provision of
orienteering events in Lismore and Ballina.
- in Victoria: continuation of Gippsland 		
orienteering series and preparatory work for new
metropolitan street and sprint series in Melbourne
planned for 2014.
- in Queensland: continued development of new
programs in Cairns and Rockhampton.
- in South Australia: a new Adelaide Saturday 		
community orienteering series and workshops in
Adelaide to train Controllers and orienteering 		
organisers from Darwin and Whyalla.
- in Western Australia: a new NavDash winter series.
- in the ACT: a new winter street orienteering series
and new maps to expand the spring and summer
street orienteering programs.
- in the Northern Territory: continuation of the Wet
Season street orienteering program.
Production of regular monthly Enews bulletins,
increased use of the OA Facebook and Twitter
forums to market and report on orienteering events,
and the OA website re-development project.
A Development Forum at Easter from which emerged
new proposals for projects to increase participation.
OA Annual Conference decisions to greatly
strengthen a development pathway for all orienteers.
The goal is to provide opportunities to improve
orienteering performances from beginner level right
through to elite international performance.

Media
Under the editorship of Mike Hubbert, the Australian
Orienteer continued to maintain its high standards as the
flagship publication for the sport.
Media liaison officer Bob Mouatt continued to provide
national and major state media outlets with promotional
fliers, results and reports for all National Orienteering League,
national championships and international events in which
Australia was participating. For the major international events
volunteers reported on Australian performances on the OA
website and Facebook pages. For the Australian Three Days
and Australian Championships carnivals volunteer media
officers provided reports on the organising state association
website and the OA website, and uploaded results to the OA
results database.
Rob Preston (to April) and Maggie Jones (from November)
produced national Enews bulletins.

Sponsorships
Orienteering Australia’s major sponsors during 2012 were:
•
•

The Australian Sports Commission which
provided High Performance Program support of
$86,000 and Participation funding of $100,000.
Fiskars Brands Australia, which imports Silva
compasses and headlamps, and sponsored the
National Orienteering League and SilvaDuo
and provided paid advertising in the Australian
Orienteer.
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Membership and Participant
Numbers
Highlights:
•
•

•
•

The strong growth in the numbers of registered
orienteers experienced in 2011 continued in 2012,
from 14,326 in 2011 to 17,408 in 2012.
The number of full memberships of clubs increased
from 1,695 in 2011 to 1,798 in 2012, leading to record
numbers of copies of the Australian Orienteer being
produced. There was an average of 2.0 persons per
membership, giving a total of 3,622 persons who
were full members of clubs. Of these, 56.8% were
males and 43.2% females; 27.3% were juniors, 13.9%
seniors and 58.8% Masters (aged 35 or more years).
The number of clubs increased from 57 to 61, with
new clubs in Victoria and Queensland.
There were 1,107 events conducted in 2012, with
85,285 participants.

John Harding
Executive Officer

Table 1: Registered Orienteers, 2008 to 2012
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Family & Group (incl Schools)

755

806

712

828

914

Individual adult

822

861

923

810

832

Individual junior

69

82

129

57

52

Total

1646

1749

1764

1695

1798

Average Persons per m’ship

1.9

1.9

1.9

2.0

2.0

- Junior

862

912

936

916

990

- Senior

422

403

372

367

504

- Masters

1916

2068

2038

2080

2128

- Total

3200

3383

3346

3363

3622

Total incl. Associate members etc.

9147

9344

8748

14326

17408

Total Memberships

Full Members
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Table 2. Full members by Age and Sex, 2012
Junior

Senior

Masters

Total

Males

561

265

1230

2056

Females

429

239

898

1566

Total

990

504

2128

3622

Percent
Males

56.7

52.6

57.8

56.8

Females

43.3

47.4

42.2

43.2

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Percent
Males

27.3

12.9

59.8

100.0

Females

27.4

15.3

57.3

100.0

Total

27.3

13.9

58.8

100.0

Table 3. Orienteering Events Conducted and
Participants, 2012
No. Events

Participants

Av. per Event

NSW

248

17730

71.5

VIC

345

26,777

77.6

QLD

180

5941

33.0

SA and NT

83

5341

64.3

WA

52

9101

175.0

TAS

104

11104

106.8

ACT

95

9291

97.8

1107

85285

77.0

TOTAL

Table 4. Orienteering Clubs, 2012
Clubs
NSW

14

VIC

11

QLD

13

SA and NT

9

WA

5

TAS

4

ACT

5

TOTAL

61

Note: Excludes schools and associate clubs.
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High Performance and Coaching
2

012 saw the successful implementation of more
national training camps. We also utilised a greater
variety of coaches in these, so as to expose orienteers
to different techniques and ideas. Besides improving
navigation and competition preparation such camps also
promote friendships and peer support and teach them how
to live and travel together harmoniously. There has also
been a High Performance decision to support more training
camps in New Zealand on an ongoing basis given that they
have excellent terrain and great depth of top orienteers. In
January Hanny Allston and Jim Russell led a group to Sprint
the Bay and a training camp, while Jenny and Geoff Lawford
took a group of juniors across in June.
With Australia to host a World Cup round in Tasmania
in 2015 there will be an ongoing emphasis from late 2013
on preparing our elites to the planned terrain in order to
maximise our home ground advantage.
In terms of World Championship results, we had 5 results
by our best foot elite orienteers in the low 30’s, with Swedish
based Julian Dent achieving 2 of these. At JWOC Ian Lawford
did well with 20th in the sprint and 27th in the middle and
was in the relay team that placed 10th. The JWOC riders
again excelled with Chris Firman placing an outstanding 5th
in the middle event – the first ever individual podium by an
Australian rider. It was also pleasing to have Oscar Phillips
(TAS) be the first rider to make the transition from JWOC into
the WOC MTBO team in 2012.
However a lack of depth in both foot and mtbo at the top
level continues to be a concern.
With some of Australia’s major sports being subject to
serious and far reaching drug taking allegations it is inherent
on orienteering to be continually vigilant in this matter. Thus
all junior and elite national squad members will be required
to annually complete the Australian Sport Anti-Doping
Agency’s (ASADA) on line education program

Management Structure
The High Performance staffing saw Kay Haarsma
continue as “High Performance Manager.”
However Rob Preston, after working for 5 years in the HP
area, retired as “HP Operations Manager” midyear.
We thank him for his major contributions in this area,
especially in the NOL organisation and training activities.
Gareth Candy filled the position for 4 months and then Nick
Dent came on board in December.
There were some changes in team management positions
in 2013, with Tom Quayle (WOC foot) and Ian Dalton (WOC/
JWOC MTBO) both successfully taking on major WOC
coaching roles this year. The large World University team was
20
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guided by Simon Uppill (coach) and Evan Barr (manager).
Jenny Casanova (WOC) and Jan Hardy (JWOC) both
fulfilled their duties as selection chairs with efficiency.

SILVA National Orienteering
League
The SILVA National Orienteering League continues
to be a valuable part of the development pathway for elite
orienteering. Sometimes, particularly in sprints, mass starts
and relays, the juniors run the same courses as the elites,
proving good motivation and experience for both groups.
In 2012 there were 20 races conducted, the biggest NOL
calendar ever, including the first round ever held in Northern
Territory. Many thanks to Susanne Casanova and Lachlan
Hallett for being the driving forces for this initiative.
Orienteering Australia would like to acknowledge
the ongoing support from SILVA and in particular Glenn
Thomson from Fiskars Australia

2012 National Series Titleholders
Senior Men

Matt Crane (Canberra Cockatoos)

Senior Women

Rachel Effeney (Queensland Cyclones)

Junior Men

Oliver Poland (Canberra Cockatoos)

Junior Women

Heather Muir (Queensland Cyclones)

2012 National League Titleholders
Senior Men

Canberra Cockatoos

Senior Women

Victorian Nuggets

Junior Men

Canberra Cockatoos

Junior Women

Queensland Cyclones

Senior Foot Orienteering
A team of 5 women and 4 men competed in a very well
conducted World Championships in Switzerland. Again we
had 3 rookies to the team in Susanne Casanova, Bridget
Anderson and Murray Scown. Bryan Keely (VIC) was also
selected but was a late withdrawal through injury. Arguably
our best female, Grace Crane, decided against standing for
selection, after being to 5 consecutive World Championships.
Four runners made it through to finals. Julian Dent was
our best performer finishing 30th in the long and 32nd in
the sprint. Vanessa Round finished 31st (middle), Aislinn
Prendergast 35th (long) and David Brickhill-Jones 39th
(sprint). Rachel Effeney, after an outstanding domestic
season, which included winning the “Sprint the Bay” multiday sprint in New Zealand in January and a World Ranking
Event (again in NZ) in June, was unfortunate to be troubled
by health problems throughout the World Championships.
New team member Murray Scown went down with an ankle
injury early in his qualifying race and was unable to continue.
Susanne Casanova and Bridget Anderson both ran quite well
without qualifying but gained a lot from the experience.
Simon Uppill missed the sprint final by a mere 4 seconds.
The Swiss World Championships provided some video
coverage “from above” courtesy of mini helicopter drones
and the online coverage with real time tracking alongside
video coverage was impressive for spectators based at their
computers.
The World University Orienteering Championships,
which are held bi-annually, once again provided a good
development platform for those with less overseas racing
experience. In the women’s sprint it was pleasing to have
three of our team make the top 30. Lauren Gillis was an
outstanding 13th, Rachel Effeney 15th and Bridget Anderson
30th.

The High Performance Group of 4 athletes (Julian Dent,
Simon Uppill, Grace Crane and Vanessa Round) were
provided with small additional financial subsidies towards
international preparation.
The appointment of Tom Quayle (Sweden) with
Wendy Read (Qld) as co-coaches proved to be a good
partnership and Tom’s location is certainly useful
for the 5 senior squad members that are currently
based in Europe.
It also enables junior orienteers
who choose to have extended stays in Scandinavia for
training, to have some one to facilitate things for them.

Junior Foot Orienteering
This year saw a change in the selection policy with a
second series of events, the March SILVA National League
round, added to Easter as selection events. This gives the
juniors an extra pressure situation and also means that an
illness or injury at one selection event doesn’t automatically
eliminate them from contention. Also it had been decided
that a full team of 12 wouldn’t necessarily be chosen, so as to
make selection really earned, and also to not expose juniors
too early to the rigours of the Junior World Championships.
A ten person team, comprising of 6 boys and 4 girls was
selected.
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Hanny Allston undertook to write training programs
and to advise two juniors during the year, and they greatly
benefited from this. This type of individual coaching is
very important, as an education process, for mentoring,
motivation and improvement generally. Orienteering is a
unique sport with the field of play being different every week,
and even the physical demands can vary from a 15 minute
sprint to a 100 minute race. This makes the implementation
of both training and navigational strategies quite complex,
so a coach or coaches are vital. Thus Orienteering Australia
is aiming to have all top juniors and elites linked up with
coaches, as a major strategy in improving our international
results.
Expectations were quite high at the Junior World
Championships, but with the exception of Ian Lawford’s
20th (sprint) and 27th (middle) and Brodie Nankervis’s 40th
(long) the individual events were relatively disappointing.
However the boys relay team of Ian Lawford, Oscar McNulty
and Olle Poland all ran extremely well to place 10th, which
was our best result for some years. However, there is a lot of
talent in the juniors now, so we are hopeful of some exciting
performances in 2013.

Masters Orienteering
During 2012 Australia again demonstrated that we have
world-class masters orienteers.
At the World Masters Orienteering Championships in
Germany, Natasha Key (VIC) won both a silver and bronze
medal in the W35 age division; Hermann Wehner (ACT)
won a silver in the M85 age division and Su Yan Tay (QLD)
collected a bronze in the W45 age division.
At the World Masters Mountain Bike Orienteering
Championships in Hungary Carolyn Jackson won 1 gold and
2 silver medals in the W50 age division.

2012 National League State Team
Titleholders
Senior Men:

Victorian Nuggets

Senior Women:

NSW Stingers

Junior Men:

Queensland Storm

Junior Women:

NSW Stingers

2012 National Series Individual Titleholders
Senior Men:

Joel Young (Queensland Storm)

Senior Women:

Jennifer Enderby (NSW Stingers)

Junior Men:

Chris Firman (Queensland Storm)

Junior Women:

Sally-Anne Henderson
(NSW Stingers)

Key Issues for Elite Orienteering
World Championship Program Changes.
The recent decisions by the International Orienteering
Federation (IOF) to change the format of elite World
Championships have big ramifications for us. Following
the “WOC in the Future” discussions there will no longer be
qualifying races for the middle and long foot championships.
From 2014 a ranking list of countries based on previous
results will determine how many runners each country can
nominate. Those ranked 1-8 will be allowed 3, those from
9-22 have 2 and nations ranked 23 and below get to start one
runner only. Potentially this may mean that our team will be
smaller and runners will compete in less events. The danger
in this is that some of our better runners may quit the sport
through a perception of limited opportunity.
The IOF has also added a mixed sprint relay to the WOC
foot program. This is due to be implemented from 2017
but host nations can incorporate it earlier if they so desire.
This is beneficial for us as we have historically been quite
successful at this format in the World Games, and as the
sprint type race tends to not be so country specific, we have
a more level playing field.
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The World Championship program for MTBO is also
undergoing change. From 2013 the long qualifying event
is being eliminated and the allocation of start slots will be
based on a mix of the previous World Championships and
World rankings. This again will reduce our potential team
size and the exposure to the very top level of competition.
While European based teams have many high quality
international events which they can compete at Australia
only has the Oceania Championships against New Zealand.

Sustainability
The relatively small participation base in Australia is
also a major limiting factor when it comes to producing and
supporting elite athletes. Although we should see some flow
on from the various state based participation projects now
generating added interest in our sport we can’t rely on this
alone. There is a need to market elite orienteering more
aggressively to athletes, (especially those naturally suited to
the sprint events) and to university students, perhaps through
holding individual campus championships.

Finances
Increased training camp activity in 2012 was financed
through fully using this year’s budget as well as some carry
over from previous years. Towards the end of 2012 there was
a change in government policy towards High Performance
funding requiring us to put in a new submission under the
new “Winning Edge” criteria. This rewards those aiming
for and likely to achieve Olympic and World Championship
medals, so we wait to see whether our funding will be
ongoing. This decision will have a significant impact one
way or the other. Although our present HP budget is modest
it provides good value in the dollars spent through support
for coaches, training camps, athlete support and domestic
and international competition.
In summary supporting Australian orienteers to fulfil their
potential on the world stage will be an ongoing challenge in
many different respects.
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Coaching

Commentary
The Coaching pages on the OA website have been
updated.

Coaching Development
John Scown has continued in the position of Manager,
Coaching and Officiating Development.

Coach Education Currriculum
The current status of the Australian Sports Commission
(ASC) approved Coach syllabi are:
Level ‘1’ Coach expires 10 Jan 2015
Level ‘2’ Coach expires 8 May 2013
Level ‘3’ Coach expires 10 Jan 2015.

Accreditation of Coaches
The numbers of accredited coaches at 22 Feb 2013 is in
the table below with equivalent figures from the last 2 years.
Coaching numbers have decreased slightly since last
year.
A Level 2 Coaching course was held 24 - 25 Mar 2012 in
Beechworth. Seven people attended from Qld, ACT, Vic and
WA. Only one person has been accredited so far, with the
others yet to complete the post course homework and the
ASC Intermediate General Principles Coaching course.

Over 260 ASC records (coach, controller or both) have
been updated over the past 12 months.
In contrast to previous years, there is no backlog of
accreditation documentation to be processed onto the ASC
database, nor any known discrepancies between state and
ASC records. The few cases of incorrect or incomplete data
records on the ASC database have been addressed as they
have been found.
The ASC announced in late Oct 2012 that National
Sporting Organisations would be given the choice to
continue using the ASC database (Sports Accreditation
Online (SAO)) to record their Coach and Official (Controller)
data or to use their own systems. Orienteering Australia has
chosen to continue using the SAO to record the relevant
data. Production of Accreditation ID cards and notification
of impending expiry of accreditations by the ASC have both
been discontinued. I will be putting alternative processes in
place.
As in the past, thanks must again go to the State Coach
Convenors for their assistance in this role.

Grant Bluett
Director, High Performance
with assistance from
Kay Haarsma
Manager High Performance
John Scown
Manager, Coaching & Officiating Development

Accredited Coaches 2011 - 2013
Females

Males

Total

Feb 2013

Feb 2012

Feb 2011

Feb 2013

Feb 2012

Feb 2011

Feb 2013

Feb 2012

Feb 2011

Level 1

56

64

55

77

85

73

133

149

128

Level 2

12

9

12

24

26

23

36

35

35

Level 3

3

3

2

4

3

3

7

6

5

69

105

114

106

176

190

168

TOTAL
71
76
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Mountain Bike Orienteering
International Events and World Ranking
Two IOF World Ranking Events have been sanctioned for
the 2013 Australian MTBO Championships, to be staged in
Gympie, QLD, on 27-28 July 2013 with Eric Andrews as Event
Advisor.
The MTBO Australian team for the World Championships
in Hungary in August was:

Significant Events and Initiatives for 2012
•

•
•

Elite Men:

Steve Cusworth (VIC)
Oscar Phillips (TAS)
Alex Randall (Vic) – did not travel due to injury
Ricky Thackray (WA)

•

Elite Women:

•

Junior Men:

•

Two Australians were ranked in the top 100 in 2012 –
Ricky Thackray (97th) and Melanie Simpson (29th).

•

Melanie Simpson (NSW)

Chris Firman (QLD)
Marc Gluskie (TAS)
Tom Goddard (TAS)
Heath Jamieson (VIC)
Karl Withers (QLD)

National Events and Australian MTBO
Series
•
•
•
•

•

•

A successful junior and senior training camp was
organised in Wangaratta in January by Kay Haarsma
providing excellent training opportunities under the
watchful eye of experienced riders Adrian Jackson,
Alex Randall and Ian Dalton.
Paul Darvodelsky retired as an MTBO selector. Craig
Steffens joined as chair with existing panel members,
Carolyn Jackson, Ian Dalton and Kay Haarsma.
Appointment of MTBO Development Officer, Craig
Steffens and MTBO Technical Officer Kathey Liley,
to progress MTBO issues and initiatives at a national
level with the respective OA committees.
2 MTBO events were held in conjunction with the
XMAS 5 Day carnival.
A review and update of the Australian MTBO Rules
and Guidelines was undertaken with the new
document published in Jan 2013.
Orienteering Australia has published a revised
edition (Jan 2013) of the Australian MTBO Rules.
These rules are binding on organisers of National
level and State Championship MTBO events. Event
organisers should also refer to the 2013 edition of the
Australian MTBO Rules when planning and running
any MTBO events in NSW.’
The first MTBO event was held in Cairns QLD by the
newly formed Far North QLD club.

Craig Steffens
MTB-O Convenor

In 2012 most states staged long-distance
championships. Short, Middle, Long Championships.
8 NOL rounds were held in VIC, QLD & NSW.
NSW won the State Shield at the 2012 Australian
MTBO Championships, held at Taree.
The National Series points table for 2012 was:
VIC Nuggets

141

QLD Storm

118

NSW Stingers

116

TAS Foresters

39

WA Nomads

35

SA Arrows

13

ACT Cockatoos

0

Individual winners of the 2011 Australian Elite Series
were Joel Young QLD ( M21-E), Jennifer Enderby
NSW (W21-E), Chris Firman QLD (M-20E), SallyAnne Henderson NSW (W-20E).
• 8 Australian ranking events were held during 2012
in VIC, QLD & NSW.
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The Australian Orienteer
The Australian Orienteer had a good year and finished
2012 comfortably in the black.
As a magazine for members we rely heavily on orders
from State Associations (~80% of income) so recent drives
to increase membership also assist the magazine and help
to keep down subscription rates (for members $26.20 pa in
2012). State Association orders reached a record high by the
December 2012 edition. Subscriptions from non-members
also remain at a significant level.
The number of advertisements for major Orienteering
events continues to rise with income from this category
now representing the major source of advertising revenue.
Advertising rates for Orienteering events are heavily
discounted (~55% discount) compared with rates for
commercial advertising.
In the four issues during the year we covered all the
major national events and those international events where
Australian teams were competing. We featured the national
Schools competitions with previews of the State teams;
Junior training camps; Australian successes at World Masters
Orienteering; a technical introduction to Trail Orienteering;
performances in the SILVA National Orienteering League;
innovations in electronic timing systems; promotion and
marketing of Orienteering; and interviews with international
orienteers.
Regular items covered Mapping, Training, Health,
Nutrition, Coaching, and other hot topics relating to
Orienteering.

Mike Hubbert
Editor
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Orienteering Australia Awards
Athlete Of The Year
Julian Dent - NSW

SILVA Medal
Jenny Bourne - VIC
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SILVA Award for Services to Orienteering
Bert Elson - TAS
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

S

ince Bert and his wife and four children commenced
orienteering in 1994 he has become an invaluable
member. He has a number of characteristics which result in
him being the perfect volunteer; he is tireless, practical and
resourceful, has the most generous and giving nature, and
has a passion for the sport.
Bert’s volunteer activities span across the National, State
and Club levels of orienteering:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Event organiser (jointly with his wife) for the Easter
Carnival - 2009
Course planner for Australian Championships
Carnival 2005
Course planner for Australian Championships
Carnival 2012
9 years on the board of Orienteering Tasmania:
President: 1999 to 2001 (3 years is the maximum
allowed)
Director Development: 2002 - 2007 and 2012
President Australopers Club: 2010 - current
Membership officer – Orienteering Tasmania: 2010 current
Printing and distribution of State Newsletter: 2002 current
Distribution of Orienteering Australia: 2002 - current
Issue of media releases: 2002 -2010. Bert developed a
very good relationship with the media and had many
articles printed and undertook a number of radio
interviews. Bert raised the profile of Orienteering
Tasmania in this time.
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•
•

Representative for Tasmania at numerous national
meetings
Level 2 controller
Assisted with course setting for Tasmanian Institute
of Sport Talent Search program
Course planner for at least one State-wide event
per year for the last ten years, including State
Championships
Course planner for several local events per year
since 1996
Successfully submitted 3 award nominations with
the Tasmanian Sport and Recreation Department
in 2003, 2004 and 2005; including winning the
Organisation Management Award.
Maintenance of public courses for several years
Reinstated the Summer Series in 2006 – putting on 4
weekly events in January/February and undertaking
most of the tasks himself.
Identifies new areas for mapping resulting in at least
four new maps; two used for State Championships
and one proposed for Oceania in 2015
Continually looking for better, and cheaper ways to
do things.
Active competitor who has attended all Australian
Championships bar one since 1996 and all Easter
Carnivals bar one since 1998. He has also attended
four World Masters. He is currently ranked 10th in
the highly competitive M55A class.

As can be seen from the above examples of Bert’s
volunteering activities; he has been involved in all levels
of the sport and in particular has been very active in the
development of the sport in Tasmania. Orienteering Tasmania
is extremely grateful for the work undertaken by Bert and
would like to see his efforts recognised by Orienteering
Australia.

David Hogg Medal for Services to Event Management
Valerie & John Brammall - TAS
At club level John and Valerie have provided the
backbone for hundreds of events. John has frequently taken
on the role of series co-ordinator for the Esk Valley autumn
and spring twilight series. In that role he has mentored and
assisted numerous new course planners and inducted them
into the world of controlling.

J

ohn and Valerie Brammall began orienteering since
1986 with Esk Valley Orienteering Club. They very soon
became integral members of both the club and Orienteering
Tasmania. Both John and Valerie became involved in event
management, taking on events at a club level. In 1989
Tasmania was awarded the Veteran World Cup. Valerie and
John were quick to volunteer to take on key roles in the
Organising Committee. Also in 1989 John and Valerie took
on the role of newsletter editors for Orienteering Tasmania.
These roles defined how their contributions to orienteering
would continue.
Both became very passionate about their orienteering and
became seasoned travellers attending most national carnivals
since they began orienteering. Their first international event
was to New Zealand in 1988 for the Moro Carnival on the
South Island. They have never looked back and continually
plan their year around the various orienteering carnivals and
events both internationally and nationally.
John was President of Orienteering Tasmania in 1993
and 1994. Valerie was the Publicity Officer for Orienteering
Tasmania. While on the Board of OT they began to widen
their contribution to the sport by becoming accomplished
course planners and being accredited as controllers. Both
had worked their way through the appropriate syllabi to be
accredited level 3 controllers by 2000. Since becoming a
level 3 controller John has gone on and become an IOF Event
Adviser.

John and Valerie, as keen promoters of our sport have
become legends in schools orienteering in and around the
Launceston area. Since 2003 John and Valerie have worked
tirelessly to put on events every Friday afternoon during Term
3 for up to 250 grade 5 and 6 students. This programme has
become extremely successful with some schools opting for
the orienteering programme to be their school’s only sport
in term 3. In another school the orienteering programme
attracts up 60 students from their grade 5 and 6 cohort.
This popularity is, in no small way, due to the diligence and
attention to detail that John and Valerie have put in to the
schools and their teachers to ensure they are confident in
bringing their students. Valerie plans 3 courses each week
and both she and John ensure that the events are managed in
a professional manner. In 2009 this programme was awarded
Minister’s Award for Excellence in the Tasmanian Sports
Awards. It is still running, stronger than ever.
Concurrent to their work in schools and local events for
Esk Valley they have made substantial contributions to state
events. A 3 day event is held annually every March and John
and Valerie have planned and controlled one of those days
every year since it began as an Esk Valley organised weekend
more than 10 years ago.
In 2002 John and Valerie were the driving force behind
the successful Tasmanian Orienteering Carnival held
following the World Masters held in Bendigo. As Event
Directors they organised a very successful carnival for over
250 international orienteers.
John has been the Tasmanian Controller’s Registrar for 3
years, keeping track on all registered controllers in Tasmania.
He has run and/or contributed to controller’s workshops.
John has also had roles nationally as President of
Orienteering Australia and internationally as a member of
the IOF Regional Committee.
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At each national carnival that Tasmania has hosted
since 1996 inclusive, either John or Valerie or both have had
a role on the event management team. These roles can be
summarised as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1996 John Brammall Course planner Australian
Championships Relays
1999 John Brammall Australian 3 Day Emergency
Co-ordination
1999 Valerie Brammall Australian 3 Day Publicity
and Promotion
2005 Valerie Brammall Controller Australian Sprint
Championships
2005 John Brammall Controller Australian
Championships Relays
2009 John Brammall Events organiser Australian 3
Days Carnival
2009 John Brammall IOF EA Australian Sprint
Championships
2012 John Brammall Controller Australian Sprint
Championships
2012 Valerie Brammall Planner Australian Sprint
Championships

Additional opportunities that John and Valerie have
accomplished in their pursuit of event management and
excellence include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the development of a permanent course map and kit
for Tailrace Park in Launceston,
mapping of numerous schools,
development of school orienteering in Bicheno,
liaison with West Tamar Council, Launceston City
Council, Break O Day Council and Glamorgan
Council for the development of orienteering,
liaison with Parks and Wildlife for permits to conduct
orienteering in Kate Reed and Trevallyn Recreation
Areas in Launceston,
grant applications on behalf of Esk Valley
Orienteering Club,
conduct course planners workshops and
were an integral part of the recent award presented
to Esk Valley by the West Tamar Council for 2012
Community Group Award.

John and Valerie Brammall have been committed to
event management since their early days in orienteering.
Their tireless work over the years has introduced thousands
of school children, improved the skills of hundreds of
Tasmanian orienteers and provided technical challenges
to many national and international orienteers when they
have visited Tasmania. John’s strength of commitment
is demonstrated by his determination never to DNF a
competition, something that he has managed to date. John
and Valerie have worked as a team in almost everything they
do and as a couple thoroughly deserve to be nominated
for and receive the David Hogg Medal for Services to Event
Management.
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SILVA Award for Services to Coaching
Grant McDonald - ACT

Orienteering ACT hereby nominates Grant McDonald for
the Silva Award for Coaching.
The following summary of Grant McDonald’s contribution
not only to Coaching, but also other aspects of Orienteering
in the ACT, shows that he has contributed both at Club and
State levels as an accredited coach and also a volunteer.
Even before accepting the role as Coach/Manager of
the Canberra Cockatoos National League team, Grant was
heavily involved in the coaching and development of the
members of the ACT schools squad, Blue Lightning.
Grant began his Orienteering life in Sydney in1981, but
it was probably following his move to the ACT in 1984 that
he really became a devoted competitor as a member of
Parawanga Orienteers.
He was a founding member of Abominable O-men
in 1988 and continues to contribute his knowledge and
coaching expertise to this club.
It was when his children entered the ranks of the ACT
schools squad, that Grant’s interest in coaching became
evident. He assisted both Anthony Scott and John Harding
with coaching the squad until he took over the reins in 2008.
He began to create a more formal arrangement for training
and development of the squad, organising weekly training
sessions, discussion evenings and an annual four or five day
camp, with “guest” coaches in attendance.

Grant is always found at Junior League events on
Saturday morning mentoring and guiding individuals and
groups in the finer aspects of orienteering.
Under his guidance, Blue Lightning has continued to
perform well at the Australian Schools Championships. Both
Grant and Valerie Barker run a very professional outfit.
Grant was also involved in the development of the ACT’s
sub-junior Blue Sparks, who often join with their more senior
counterparts for training activities. Grant would be the first
to admit that all this is not just work on his part, but also that
of a hardy group of parents devoted to the development of
Orienteering in the ACT.
In 2009, Grant was appointed to the position of Coach/
Manager of the Canberra Cockatoos and also the ACTAS
liaison officer for the OACT Junior Development squad. The
latter has, in recent years, produced several members of
Australia’s JWOC team. The Cockatoos have also provided
members of the Bushrangers and WOC teams whilst under
Grant’s co-ordination.
Grant is an accredited Level 2 Coach and also Level 2
Controller.
Grant McDonald would be a worthy recipient of the Silva
Award for Coaching.
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Appendix 1: National Results 2012
OA Shield

National Series (Junior)

Interstate competition based on the results of the
Australian Long Distance Championships.

Interstate competition based on the individual results of
junior events in the National League.

Tasmania

Women:
Men:		

Xanthorrhoea Trophy
Interstate competition based on the results of the
Australian Relay Championships.

New South Wales

Champion Club Trophy
Inter-club competition based on the placings at the end
of day two of the Australian 3-Days.

Garingal Orienteers (NSW)

National League (Senior)
Interstate competition based on the team results of all
senior events in the National League.

Women:
Men:		

Victorian Nuggets
Canberra Cockatoos

National League (Junior)
Interstate competition based on the team results of junior
events in the National League.

Women:
Men:		

Queensland Cyclones
Canberra Cockatoos

National Series (Senior)
Interstate competition based on the individual results of
senior events in the National League.

Women:
Men:		

Vanessa Round (SA)
Simon Uppill (SA)

Belinda Lawford (ACT)
Oliver Poland (ACT)

Australian MTBO Championship
Plaque
Australian MTBO Championship Plaque
Interstate
competition based on the results of the Australian MTBO
Sprint, Middle and Long Distance Championships.

Victoria

National MTBO League (Senior)
Interstate competition based on the team results of all
nine senior events in the National MTBO League.

Women – Victorian Nuggets
Men - NSW Stingers

National MTBO League (Junior)
Interstate competition based on the team results of all
nine junior events in the National MTBO League.

Women - Victorian Nuggets
Men – Queensland Storm

National MTBO Series (Senior)
Interstate competition based on the individual results of
nine events in the National MTBO Series

Women - Melanie Simpson (NSW)
Men – Ricky Thackray (WA)

National MTBO Series (Junior)
Interstate competition based on the individual results of
nine events in the National MTBO Series.

Women – Jasmine Sunley (VIC)
Men – Oscar Phillips (TAS)
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Australian 3 Days: Stanthorpe,
Queensland
W21E		Crane, Grace		TAS
M21E		Uppill, Simon		SA
W17-20E		Burrill, Lilian		QLD
M17-20E		Poland, Oliver		ACT
W-10		Wymer, Alyssia		VIC
W-12		
De Jong, Ellen		
QLD
W-14		Oakhill, Winnie		QLD
W-16		Dowling, Anna		TAS
W35		
Hyslop, Anna 		
ACT
W40		Enderby, Jennifer 		NSW
W45		Dalheim, Nicola		VIC
W50		Bourne, Jenny		VIC
W55		Uppill, Robin		SA
W60		Brownlie, Carol		WA
W65		Martin, Toy		NSW
W70		Tarr, Janet		VIC
W75		
Ogilvie, Maureen 		
NSW
M-10		Shingler, Ewan		NSW
M-12		Wymer, Kylian		VIC
M-14		West, Jake		TAS
M-16		Hill, Daniel		NSW
M35		Ellis, Miles		NSW
M40		
Hyslop, Rohan 		
ACT
M45		
Davis, Jock 		
NSW
M50		Key, Warren		VIC
M55		Lawford, Geoff		VIC
M60		Marshall, David		TAS
M65		Bluett, Terry		NSW
M70		Tarr, Alex		VIC
M75		Piiroinen, Pauli		ACT
M80		Mount, Tony		TAS
M85		Schafer, Neil		NSW

Australian Long Distance
Championships: St Helens,
Tasmania
W21E		Crane, Grace		TAS		
M21E		
Preston, Rob 		
NSW		
W17-20E		Muir, Heather		QLD
M17-20E		Poland, Oliver		ACT
W-10		
Melhuish, Zoe
ACT
W-12		
Phillips, Arabella
TAS
W-14		
Jones, Georgia 		
NSW
W-16		Goddard, Hannah		TAS		
W35		Fitzgerald, Anna		NSW
W40		Hawthorne, Clare		VIC
W45		
Hancock, Sue 		
TAS
W50		
Bourne, Jenny
ACT		
W55		Jackson, Carolyn		VIC
W60		Brownlie, Carol		WA		
W65		
Gale, Debbie
TAS		
W70		
Schafer, Christa 		
NSW		
W75		
Woof, Caryl 		
TAS
W80		Rowlands, Joyce		VIC
W85		Jones, Joyce		TAS
M-10		Shingler, Ewan		NSW		
M-12		Miller, Patrick		ACT		
M-14		
De Jong, Riley		
QLD		
M-16		
Melhuish, Stephen
NSW		
M35		Ellis, Miles		NSW
M40		McComb, Jon		TAS		
M45		Wymer, Eddie		VIC		
M50		Walker, Bernard		TAS		
M55		Lawford, Geoff		ACT		
M60		Marshall, David		TAS		
M65		Flick, Steve		NSW		
M70		Erbacher, Darryl		ACT		
M75		Pope, Clive		QLD		
M80		Mount, Tony		TAS
M85		Schafer, Neil		NSW
SILVA Trophy - M21E Teams
NSW (Rob Preston, Joshua Blatchford, Eric Morris)
Swedish Ambassador’s Trophy - W21E Teams
VIC (Kathryn Preston, Jasmine Neve, Aislinn Prendergast)
Howden Trophy M21E - Rob Preston (NSW)
Howden Trophy W21E - Grace Crane (TAS)
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Australian Middle Distance
Championships: St Helens,
Tasmania

Australian Sprint Distance
Championships: Bicheno,
Tasmania

W21E		Crane, Grace		TAS		
M21E		Crane, Matthew		ACT		
W17-20E		Muir, Heather		QLD
M17-20E		Neve, Todd		VIC

W21E		Crane, Grace		TAS
M21E		Keely, Bryan		VIC
W17-20E		Muir, Heather		QLD
M17-20E		Neve, Todd		VIC

W-10		Wymer, Alyssia		VIC
W-12		Phillips, Arabella		TAS
W-14		Oakhill, Winnie		QLD
W-16		Steer, Lanita		VIC
W35		Fitzgerald, Anna		NSW		
W40		Hawthorne, Clare		VIC		
W45		
Tay, Su Yan		
QLD		
W50		Bourne, Jenny		VIC		
W55		Key, Sue			VIC		
W60		Brownlie, Carol		WA		
W65		Meeking, Libby		VIC		
W70		
Gordon, Dale Ann		
VIC
W75		Ogilvie, Maureen		NSW
W80		Rowlands, Joyce		VIC
W85		Jones, Joyce		TAS
		
M-10		Shingler, Ewan		NSW
M-12		Wymer, Kylian		VIC
M-14		Jaffe, Patrick		VIC		
M-16		Day, Jarrah		TAS
M35		Stukov, Dmitry		NSW		
M40		Simson, Scott		NSW
M45		Simpson, Andy		NSW
M50		Walker, Bernard		TAS
M55		Lawford, Geoff		VIC		
M60		Uppill, Adrian		SA
M65		Fletcher, Ian		WA
M70		
Tarr, Alex 		
VIC
M75		Pope, Clive		QLD
M80		Mount, Tony		TAS
M85		Schafer, Neil		NSW

W-10		
Jones, Sophie 		
NSW
W-12		
Lane, Heather 		
ACT
W-14		Oakhill, Winnie		QLD
W-16		Steer, Lanita		VIC
W35		Best, Sussan		TAS
W40		Salonen, Heidi		QLD
W45		Read, Wendy		QLD
W50		Abbott, Liz		ACT
W55		Uppill, Robin		SA
W60		Barker, Valerie		ACT		
W65		Gale, Debbie		TAS
W70		Ingwersen, Ann		ACT
		Gordon, Dale Ann		VIC
W75		Ogilvie, Maureen		NSW
W80		Rowlands, Joyce		VIC
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M-10		Shingler, Ewan		NSW
M-12		Wymer, Kylian		VIC
M-14		Jaffe, Patrick		VIC		
M-16		Kennedy, Will		SA		
M35		Ellis, Miles		NSW
M40		Simson, Scott		NSW
M45		Simpson, Andy		NSW
M50		Burton, Michael		NSW
M55		Lawford, Geoff		VIC
M60		Dent, Nick		NSW		
M65		Barr, Ross		NSW
M70		Erbacher, Darryl		ACT
M75		Pope, Clive		QLD
M80		Mount, Tony		TAS
M85		Schafer, Neil		NSW

Australian Relay Championships:
St Helens, Tasmania
W21E		
M21E		
W17-20E		
M17-20E		

Victoria
Australian Capital Territory
Queensland
Victoria

W/M-12		
W-16		
W35		
W45		
W55		
W65		

Australian Capital Territory
Tasmania
Victoria
Queensland
New South Wales
Victoria

M-16		
M35		
M45		
M55		
M65		

New South Wales
New South Wales
Tasmania
Tasmania
New South Wales

Australian Schools
Championships: Royal George,
Tasmania
Individual		
Junior Girls
Senior Girls
Junior Boys
Senior Boys

Steer, Asha
Dawson, Michele 		
Day, Jarrah		
Poland, Oliver

VIC
NSW
TAS
ACT

Relay
Junior Girls
Senior Girls
Junior Boys
Senior Boys

Queensland
South Australia
Tasmania
Tasmania

Australian Schools Championships Teams
1st
=2nd
=2nd

Tasmania
New South Wales
Queensland
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Australian MTBO Long Distance
Championships: Telegraph Point,
New South Wales

Australian MTBO Sprint Distance
Championships: Taree,
New South Wales

W21E		
Jackson, Carolyn
VIC
M21E		Randall, Alex		VIC
W17-20E		
Holmgren, Amanda
NSW
M17-20E		Firman, Chris		QLD

W21E		
Jackson, Carolyn
VIC
M21E		Todkill, Steven		NSW
W17-20E		
Henderson, Sally-Anne
NSW
M17-20E		
Firman, Chris 		
QLD

W-14		Withers, Gabrielle		QLD
W40		
Haigh, Nicole 		
NSW
W50		
Gordon, Debbie 		
QLD
W60		
Randall, Liz 		
VIC
W70		
Gordon, Dale Ann		
VIC

W-14		Withers, Gabrielle		QLD
W40		
Haigh, Nicole 		
NSW
W50		
Scown, Ann 		
ACT
W60		
Whitford, Peta
VIC
W70		
Gordon, Dale Ann		
VIC

M-16		
Wood, Brendon 		
NSW
M40		
Haigh, Andrew
NSW
M50		Sullivan, Duncan		WA
M60		
Meder, Bruce 		
NSW 		
M70		
Fowler, Graham 		
NSW
M80		Cadman, Graeme		VIC

M-14		
Prentice, Eddy
		
NSW
M40		
Hiley, Ben 		
QLD
M50		
Power, Andrew
NSW		
M60		
Firman, David 		
QLD
M70		
Wade, Keith 		
VIC
M80		Cadman, Graeme		VIC

Australian MTBO Middle Distance
Championships: Taree,
New South Wales
W21E		
Jackson, Carolyn
VIC
M21E		Randall, Alex		VIC
W17-20E		
Henderson, Sally-Anne
NSW
M17-20E		
Firman, Chris 		
QLD
W-14		Withers, Gabrielle		QLD
W40		
Barnes, Tamsin 		
QLD
W50		
Scown, Ann 		
ACT
W60		
Whitford, Peta
VIC
W70		
Gordon, Dale Ann		
VIC
M-14		
Prentice, Eddy
		
NSW
M40		
Steffens, Craig 		
QLD
M50		
Prentice, Robert
NSW		
M60		
Meder, Bruce 		
NSW
M70		
Wade, Keith 		
VIC
M80		Cadman, Graeme		VIC
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Appendix 2: National Teams/Squads 2012
World Championships
Lausanne - Switzerland

World MTBO Championships
Veszprem - Hungary

Women

Women

Bridget Anderson			(QLD)
Susanne Casanova		
(SA)
Rachel Effeney			(QLD)
Aislinn Prendergast		
(VIC)
Vanessa Round			(SA)

Men

David Brickhill-Jones		
(TAS)
Julian Dent			(NSW)
Murray Scown			(ACT)
Simon Uppill			(SA)

Officials

Tom Quayle - Coach		
Wendy Read - Coach 		
Elin Vedin - Physiotherapist		

(ACT)
(QLD)
(SWE)

Junior World Championships
Kosice - Slovakia
Women

Amy Buckerfield 			
Lilian Burrill 			
Michele Dawson 			
Heather Muir 			

Men

Kasimir Gregory 			
Ian Lawford 			
Oscar McNulty 			
Alex Massey 			
Brodie Nankervis 			
Oliver Poland 			

Officials

Roch Prendergast - Coach		
Valerie Barker - Manager		

(TAS)
(Qld)
(NSW)
(QLD).

Melanie Simpson				(NSW)

Men

Steve Cusworth 				(VIC)
Oscar Phillips 				(TAS)
Ricky Thackray 				(WA)

Officials

Ian Dalton - Coach				
Peter & Carolyn Cushworth - Manager

(WA)
(VIC)

World Junior MTBO
Championships
Veszprem - Hungary
Men

Chris Firman 				(QLD)
Marc Gluskie 				(TAS)
Tom Goddard 				(TAS)
Heath Jamieson 				(VIC)
Karl Withers 				(QLD)

Officials

Ian Dalton - Coach				
Peter & Carolyn Cushworth - Manager

(WA)
(VIC)

(NSW)
(ACT)
(WA)
(NSW)
(TAS)
(ACT)

(VIC)
(ACT)
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Bushrangers
Aust - NZ Test Matches
Women

Grace Crane			(TAS)
Katelyn Effeney 			
(QLD)
Rachel Effeney			(QLD)
Mary Fleming 			
(VIC)
Heather Muir 			
(QLD)
Aislinn Prendergast		
(VIC)

Men

Josh Blatchford			(NSW)
Aaron Breed			(VIC)
Oliver Crosato 			
(QLD)
Kasimir Gregory 			
(NSW)
Bryan Keely			(VIC)
Brodie Nankervis 			
(TAS)
Rob Preston 			
(NSW)
James Robertson 			
(VIC)

Officials

Rob Lewis - Coach			
Wendy Read - Coach		

(VIC)
(QLD)

National Senior Squad
High Performance Group

Grace Crane 			
(TAS)
Vanessa Round			(SA)
Julian Dent 			
(NSW)
Simon Uppill			(SA)

Women

Jo Allison 			
Bridget Anderson 			
Susanne Casanova 		
Rachel Effeney 			
Kathryn Preston 			
Shannon Jones 			
Natasha Key 			
Belinda Lawford 			
Tracy Marsh 			
Laurina Neumann 		
Jasmine Neve 			
Mace Neve 			
Aislinn Prendergast 		
Anna Sheldon 			
Rachel West 			
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(ACT)
(QLD)
(SA/NT)
(QLD)
(VIC)
(ACT)
(VIC)
(ACT)
(NSW)
(QLD)
(VIC)
(ACT)
(VIC)
(QLD)
(WA)
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Men

Bruce Arthur 			
Evan Barr 			
Josh Blatchford 			
Lachlan Dow 			
Bryan Keely 			
Ian Lawford 			
Christopher Naunton 		
Max Neve 			
Oscar Philips 			
Rob Preston 			
Tom Quayle 			
Murray Scown 			
David Shepherd 			

(VIC)
(VIC)
(NSW)
(ACT)
(VIC)
(ACT)
(VIC)
(VIC)
(TAS)
(NSW)
(ACT/SWE)
(ACT)
(ACT)

National Junior Squad
Women

Amy Buckerfield 			
Lilian Burrill 			
Emily Cantwell 			
Michele Dawson 			
Jacqui Doyle 			
Heather Muir 			
Georgia Parsons 			
Olivia Sprod 			

Men

Karl Bicevskis 			
Kasimir Gregory 			
Ian Lawford 			
Alex Massey 			
Oscar McNulty 			
Brodie Nankervis 			
Kurt Neumann 			
Oliver Poland 			

(TAS)
(QLD)
(QLD)
(NSW)
(QLD)
(QLD)
(ACT)
(SA)

(TAS)
(NSW)
(ACT)
(NSW)
(WA)
(TAS)
(QLD)
(ACT)

National Junior Development
Squad
Women

Nicola Blatchford 			
Heather Burridge 			
Anna Dowling 			
Hannah Goddard 			
Shea-Cara Hammond 		
Winnie Oakhill 			
Lanita Steer 			

(NSW)
(QLD)
(TAS)
(TAS)
(ACT)
(QLD)
(VIC)

Men

Jarrah Day 			
Matt Doyle 			
Henry McNulty 			
Max Neumann 			
Ashley Nankervis 			
Jack Oakhill 			
David Tay 			

(TAS)
(VIC)
(WA)
(QLD)
(TAS)
(QLD)
(QLD)

National MTBO Squad
Women

Thorlene Egerton 			
Mary Fien 			
Melanie Simpson 			

Men

Steven Cusworth 			
Jamie Goddard 			
Oscar Phillips 			
Rob Preston 			
Alex Randall 			
David Simpfendorfer		
Ricky Thackray 			

(VIC)
(NSW)
(NSW)

(VIC)
(VIC)
(TAS)
(VIC)
(VIC)
(ACT)
(WA)

National Junior MTBO Squad
Men

Chris Firman 			
Marc Gluskie 			
Tom Goddard 			
Tim Jackson 			
Heath Jamieson 			
Angus Robinson 			
Karl Withers 			

(QLD)
(TAS)
(TAS)
(VIC)
(VIC)
(VIC)
(QLD)
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Appendix 3: Office Bearers 2012
Board
President					Blair Trewin			VIC
Director (Finance)				Bruce Bowen			ACT
Director (Technical)				Robin Uppill			SA
Director (Development)				Vacant
Director (Media & Communications)			Craig Feuerherdt			VIC			
Director (High Performance)			Grant Bluett			ACT
Director (Special Projects)				Robert Spry			NSW
Director (International Relations)			Michael Dowling			TAS

Paid Officers
Executive Officer 					John Harding			ACT
Manager, High Performance			Kay Haarsma			SA
Manager, High Performance Operations		
Rob Preston			
NSW
						Gareth Candy			ACT
						Nick Dent			NSW
Manager, Coaching & Officiating Development		
John Scown			
ACT
Editor (The Australian Orienteer)			
Michael Hubbert			
VIC

Committee Chairpersons
Coaching					John Scown			ACT
Development and Participation			Liz Bourne			QLD
Events						Greg Hawthorne			TAS
Information Technology				Tim McIntyre			QLD
Mapping						Adrian Uppill			SA
Media and Sponsorship				Vacant				
MTB Orienteering					Craig Steffens			QLD
Selection - Junior					Jan Hardy			TAS
Selection - Senior					Jenny Casanova			SA
Selection - MTBO					Carolyn Jackson			VIC
Technical					Jenny Casanova			SA

Coaching & Management
National Senior Coach - Men			
Tom Quayle			
SWE
National Senior Coach - Women			
Wendy Read			
QLD
National Junior Coach 				Roch Prendergast			VIC
National Junior Manager/Assistant Coach		
Valerie Barker			
ACT
National MTBO Coach				Kay Haarsma			SA
Bushrangers Coach				Wendy Read			QLD
						Rob Lewis			VIC
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until Mar
from Apr until Oct
from Dec

Other Office Holders
Councillors					Rohan Hyslop 			ACT
						Paul Prudhoe			NSW
						Liz Bourne			QLD
						Peter Mayer			SA
						Christine Brown			TAS
						Bruce Arthur 			VIC
						Jennifer Binns			WA
						Mace Neve			Elite
						Craig Steffens			MTBO
Public Officer					Robert Allison			ACT
Badge Scheme Secretary				John Oliver			NSW
Schools Liaison Officer				Ian Dalton			WA
Ranking Officers					Darryl Erbacher			ACT
						Bruce Arthur			VIC
Auditor						
Christine Reid and Associates Pty Limited
						204 Beltana Road
						Pialligo 2609
						ACT
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Appendix 4: Financial Report 2012

ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2012
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COMMITTEE’S REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2012
The Directors of Orienteering Australia Inc (the association) submit herewith the financial accountsof the association for the
financial year ended 31 December 2012.:

BOARD MEMBERS
The names of the board members at the date of this report are:

Names

Blair Trewin				President
Grant Bluett				
Director (High Performance)
Bruce Bowen				Director (Finance)				
Craig Feuerherdt				
Director (Media & Communications)
Robin Uppill				Director (Technical)
Robert Spry				
Director (Special Projects)
Mike Dowling				
Director (International Relations)
John Harding				Executive Officer
Directors have been in the office since the start of the financial year to the date of this report unless otherwise stated.

PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES
The principal activities of the association during the financial year were: Operating as the national body responsible for the
organisation and promotion of Orientering throughout Australia.

Significant Changes
No significant change in the nature of these activities occurred during the year.

Operating Result
The deficit from ordinary activities after providing for income tax amounted to:
Year Ended

Year Ended

31 December 2012

Prev Year Ended

$

$

(26,878.95)

177,311.14

						
Signed in accordance with a resolution of the Members of the Committee on:

____________________________________
Blair Trewin

____________________________________
Bruce Bowen
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
STATEMENT BY MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2012
The Committee has determined that the association is not a reporting entity and that this special purpose fmancial report
should be prepared in accordance with the accounting policies outlined in Note 1 to the financial statements.
In the opinion of the Committee the Income and Expenditure Statement, Statement of Financial Position, and Notes to the
Financial Statements:
1.

Presents fairly the financial position of Orienteering Australia Inc as at 31 December 2012 and its performance for the year
ended on that date.

2.

At the date of this statement, there are reasonable grounds to believe that the association will be able to pay its debts as
and when they fall due.

This statement is made in accordance with a resolution of the Committee and is signed for and on behalf of the Committee by:

____________________________________
Blair Trewin

____________________________________
Bruce Bowen
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
CERTIFICATE BY MEMBER OF THE COMMITTEE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2012
I, Blair Trewin and I, Bruce Bowen certify that:
1.

We are members of the Committee of Orienteering Australia Inc.

2.

We attended the annual general meeting of the association.

3.

We are authorised by the attached resolution of the Committee to sign this certificate.

4.

This annual statement was submitted to the members of the association at its annual general meeting.

____________________________________
Blair Trewin

____________________________________
Bruce Bowen
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2012
INCOME
Interest received
Receipts from States
Uniform and Badge Sales
Australian Orienteer
Grants Received
High Perfomance Items
International

2012

2011

$

$

7,403.16

12,549.35

138,968.16

131,832.37

13,536.23

13,995.21

48,515.87

44,516.01

186,000.00

329,000.00

28,596.97

36,940.49

4,860.43

5,235.41

Sundry Income

500.00

7,431.32

TOTAL INCOME

428,380.82

581,500.16

20,872.02

6,827.09

EXPENDITURE
Purchases for Resale
Audit Fees
Australian Orienteer
Awards
Office
Bank Fees And Charges
Computer Software
Development
Promotion

7,447.02

2,300.00

29,043.67

32,173.30

121.82

502.73

10,178.58

11,310.96

802.53

1,008.77

11,797.15

-

84,783.40

75,161.84

6,974.82

6,023.55

137,958.09

127,886.99

Insurance

15,908.21

17,705.26

Levies Paid

6,306.25

5,550.77

-

695.45

High Performance

Management Fees

22,494.90

18,563.25

Schools

Meeting and Board Expenses

1,800.00

1,284.60

Fundraising

1,550.00

2,009.50

500.00

805.45

Sundry expenses
Wages
TOTAL EXPENSES

96,721.31

94,379.51

455,259.77

404,189.02

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2012
cont.
PROFIT (LOSS) FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES BEFORE INCOME TAX

(26,878.95)

177,311.14

NET PROFIT (LOSS) ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE ASSOCIATION

(26,878.95)

177,311.14

TOTAL CHANGES IN EQUITY OF THE ASSOCIATION

(26,878.95)

177,311.14

Opening retained profits

376,769.65

199,459.51

Net profit (loss) attributable to the association

(26,878.95)

177,311.I4

CLOSING RETAINED PROFITS

349,890.70

376,769.65

lncome tax revenue relating to ordinary activities

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
DETAILED BALANCE SHEET AS AT
31 DECEMBER 2012
2012

2011

$

$

52,384.34

28,315.37

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash Assets
Cash At Bank
Cheque account - AO

24,892.31

15,010.96

ING Investment

189,421.12

263,664.92

Term Deposit

69,795.90

68,158.60

336.493.67

375,149.85

11,344.63

17,310.59

11,344.63

17,310.59

Inventories
Uniforms and other Stock on Hand
Other
Prepayments - Public Liability Insurance

18,214.47
18,214.47

-

Total Current Assets

366.052.77

392,460.44

TOTAL ASSETS

366.052.77

392,460.44

15,013.07

15,475.00

1,149.00

1,558.00

16,162.07

15,690.79

Total Current Liabilities

16,162.07

15,690.79

TOTAL LIABILITIES

16,162.07

15,690.79

349,890.70

376,769.65

Accumulated surplus (deficit)

349,890.70

376,769.65

Total Members’Funds

349,890.70

376,769.65

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Current Tax Liabilities
GST payable
Amounts withheld from salary and wages

NET ASSETS
MEMBERS’ FUNDS

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2012
2012

2011

$

$

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Receipts from customers

420,977.66

566,060.00

(467,037.00)

(387,294.00)

7,403.16

12,549.00

Net Cash Provided by / (Used in) Operating Activities

(38,656.18)

191,315.00

Net increase (decrease) in cash held

(38,656.18)

191,315.00

Cash at the beginning of the year

375,149.85

183,835.00

Cash at the end of the year

336.493.67

375.150.00

Payment to suppliers & employees
Interest received

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FORTHE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2012
NOTE 1: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
This financial report is a special purpose financial report prepared in order to satisfu the financial reporting requirements of
the Associations Incorporations Act of the Australian Capital Territory. The committee has determined that the association is not
a reporting entity.
The financial report has been prepared on a cash basis and is based on historical costs and does not take into account
changing money values or, except where specifically stated, current valuations of non-current assets.
The following significant accounting policies, which are consistent with the previous period unless otherwise stated, have
been adopted in the preparation of this financial report.
(a) Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks, and other short-term highly liquid
investments with original maturities of three months or less.
(b) Revenue and Other Income
Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable after taking into account any trade discounts
and volume rebates allowed. For this purpose, defened consideration is not discounted to present values when recognising
revenue.
Interest revenue is recognised using the effective interest rate method, which for floating rate financial assets is the rate
inherent in the instrument. Dividend revenue is recognised when the right to receive a dividend has been established.
Grant and donation income is recognised when the entity obtains control over the funds, which is generally at the time of
receipt.
All revenue is stated net of the amount of goods and services tax (GST).
(c) Goods and Services Tax (GST)
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST, except where the amount of GST incurred is not
recoverable from the Tax Office. In these circumstances, the GST is recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as
part of an item of the expense. Receivables and payables in the assets and liabilities statement are shown inclusive of GST.
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS REPORT TO THE MEMBERS
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ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA INC.
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS REPORT TO THE MEMBERS
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